
Protect yourself by using quality 24-pound 

check stock with multiple security features.  

Wellspring Software’s check stock is the first 

defense against forgery, counterfeiting, 

alteration, erasure, toner removal, and        

photocopying.  This bottom check stock is 

designed for PrintBoss check printing.  The 

smooth bottom edge helps your bank easily 

read your MICR line.  Page perforations and 

check background colors fit exactly with the 

standard form files distributed with PrintBoss 

so that checks can be printed within minutes 

of installing the software.

CHECK STOCK SECURITY FEATURES

Quality Check Stock At an Affordable Price

True Watermark
A watermark is embedded within the paper, so it cannot
be copied or scanned.

B

Micro-Printing
Line borders on check are mico-printed with “Wellspring
Software.” Text is too small to be photocopied or scanned.

H

Toner Grip Paper
Toner grip paper chemically bonds laser toner to the paper
so modification rips away actual paper fibers.

C

Chemically Reactive Paper
Various color stains appear when alteration is attempted.G

Fluorescent Fibers
Embedded in the paper are fluorescent fibers that glow
under an ultraviolet light.

D

Void Paragraph
VOID appears multiple times across the face of the check
when copied.

E

Check21 Image Ready
When a financial institution stores checks electronically
or as a microfilm it is necessary for the data to take up
a small amount of storage space and be readable.  
Through the use of passive inks with a neutral finish, 
our checks assure the smallest image size possible and
reduce the background clutter to make the check readable
and yet secure.

A

Non-Negotiable Stub Backer
“Non-Negotiable” printed on the back of the check stub
to prevent fraudulent use of check stock.

I

ABA Check Endorsement Clause
American Banking Association endorsement clause is
printed on the back of the check and verifies the colored
check stock and micro-printing.

J

Warning Banks
References security features shown on the front and 
back of the check paper.

K

Rainbow Prismatic Colored Stock
Two-colored paper is difficult to photocopy accurately.F

(sample front of check)

(sample back of check)

Registration Mark
Used to ensure that MICR line is properly aligned.L


